
From: sophie.mh.chao@gmail.com [mailto:sophie.mh.chao@gmail.com]On Behalf Of Sophie Chao 
Sent: 20 August 2014 04:50 
To: afrizal_2002au@yahoo.com; Agustinus Karlo Lumban Raja; GSBI Medan; Andiko; nikodemus 
ale; sadat_sumsel@yahoo.co.id; PD Deli; Desi;bekmi@elsaka.org; Beriman Panjaitan; Deddy Permana; 
Emil Ola Kleden; Fandy Syari'ati; fatwa fadillah; Mhd Sidik; Hermawansyah 
Wawan;info.kpshu@gmail.com; Kusnadi Oldani; lely khairnur; rachmad Medan; Nurul Firmansyah; 
Oeban POKKER SHK KT; ransibar sibar; riko kurniawan; rudi syaf; uki setara; Inno Kribow; untung 
widyanto; bitra@yahoo.com;kwidodo@jkpp.org; panjaitan.efendi@yahoo.com; Arthur Neame; Bhakti 
Nefertiti; Fon Christoper Achobang; emmanuelle.cheyns@cirad.fr;es@bothends.org; Holly Shrumm; 
Johan Verburg; Kittisak (IPF); Marcus Colchester; patrick; pw; thmsjlg; mc 
wong; sophie@forestpeoples.org; Mubarok Khalid; Mario Ginting; Norman Jiwan; Mia Badib; Anto 
Kusdianto; Wiwin yahoo; Yunus Oppier; Ravin Krishnan; Amalia Falah Alam; Rahayu Zulkifli 

Subject: follow up: civil society joint statement at RT 11 and RSPO response 
  

Dear Ravin, 

  

Following on from yesterday's RSPO workshop on Improving the RSPO's Complaints Panel 

and the comment raised with regards to the civil society joint statement presented to the 

General Assembly at last year's RT in Medan, I forward again the said statement with this 

email, and look forward to receiving the report from the RSPO which was requested by the 

42 signatory organisations in the statement within six months of RT11, and which you noted 

yesterday that you would consult about with the EB shortly.  

  

As a reminder, we had requested in this statement that the RSPO EB review our report and 

formulate actions which help ensure that all palm oil entering the market is indeed ‘’free of 

conflict’. We had also requested that the RSPO take urgent action to remedy the violations 

highlighted in the book, commissioning a genuinely independent review of the quality of the 

audits cited within, to assess compliance with social considerations. We expect the report to 

also cover substantial progress made in resolving all these serious problems, actions taken in 

the meantime to strengthen accountability back to the affected communities and findings 

from the RSPO's own investigations in the field in consultation with the communities on the 

conditions under which palm oil is being produced, towards helping co-design and implement 

measures to bring the RSPO standard into practice. 

  

We appreciate the efforts made to date to improve the Complaints Panel, and the first steps 

taken towards developing a formalised workplan to this end in the workshop held earlier this 

week, and look forward to receiving this report as one important step towards enhancing the 

legitimacy and accountability of the RSPO in practice. 

  

Kind regards, 

  

Sophie 

  

  

  

 

 

  

-- 
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